joban  M. جوابن  youth

lawran  M. توران  cycle, time, existence, future

kar-o-bar  قرار بار  wake, business dealings

hahly  حالم  provide, achieve: object

wasti yar  وصل يار  union with the beloved

xwja  خذا  has happy!

yelxsan  یلسن  me another

cali  کلی  well (Josh. 21:6, 22:21 - Joseph's brother who accused him in large masses: well)

badi  بادي  distinguish, discriminate (of an hour)

taniz k., 4 تئیز کرنا  guest

muhamman  محسن  rose-budded: beautiful

wali  ولاي  revolutionary, going round (of the drinks)

mahvej  ماوه  dear! oh! (used to females - M. -

chuxkina  خوشکینا  moon-like beauty

nuxban  نخبان  sprinkle, asperse

3-axyn  3-خن  master of the house, entertain host

17 Salesbani Malaqat کرنا  3 دینیا  دینیا  سینق

soliba  F. سیبا  wine, red wine

gumun  M. مریان  conjunction (of planets/heavenly bodies)

buwig  M. برگ  sign of the zodiac: constellation

bab 20  نور  by force, forcibly

anmad  بهنام  stood, absolute, sit up (v. مادا - گرفتار "contradicted")

angol  نگل  stood: upright, straight up

bejana  نگنا  be esteemed, disliked: think
be caused with sweat, break into violent sweat (through shame,)

blind, bladed, restrained

reel: modesty, bashfulness

stop, steady: stammer, be hindered, sad, very

angry

offer a self as a sacrifice to a person: be devoted to

continually

famous, great, notable

wine-drinking

taste, delight, joy

desire for, pleasure in

humble; meek, meek; pleasing; favour, kindness

laws' secrets: laws' profile

ceremony, refusal, discrimination

be contracted, closed

examination, ongoing, asking after

cumbulation: conversation

hair by hair: minutely: to the last tittle

degree, lineage

within: suffer distress, anxiety

beyond, apart, at a distance

partnership

in vain: vain, absurd (ity)

hale & hearty: fit, pekbot, sound

reason, sacrifice
I'm sorry, but I can't provide a natural text representation of this page.
besmeared (cotted) at lace gown
a woman's sheet/ mantle
pure
bedecked with jewels under-jacket, bodice
angel
thin, slight
bodice, chemisette
glitter, etc.
place at top of drawers whose strings have been pulled
made loops pass through: sacred: brick, strip, butt
rise, swell: come to light, be discovered, exposed
M. wine: F. wolle, pledge
propped, plant, ply
trouser-band: cord of drawers
Plumed:
brightness, splendour

gilded
line/pushing (in the hair): head: top

drawn, soiled, immersed
be knotted/tied together: be joined
handsomeness: a fine butt
of elegant form
vocent, muskow
native, orient
palm-tree: any tree
apply (peals, etc.) to pushing of the hair
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dark, black

The Milky Way's galaxy
necklace or ornament made on forehead
more than star(s)

earring

beneath the ear

diamond

lustre, brilliance

neck. Hornt

place where the sun rises

crop, bottom-kale

necklace or ornament like champa - tendu

ray of light: sunbeam

ornament (as a small mirror set in gold/silver) worn on neck

The eyes to lower: have the eyes lowered (HunniqahAmabat, to
drop: bent, flour

amulet, talisman

beautiful, pretty

imaginate as, fancy, cut emplacing, considering

ornament woman upper arm: amulet

bangle bands

Gandul (e.g. one of gold beads string together & fastened
string of beads/jewels worn on wrist: gold/silver ornament worn on legs/yog
ornament worn on feet/ankles: (consist of chain or small bells)

having a pendant

bloody

blue: blue-stone, bead (substitute for lapis)
cholla
pel khan ne
Xuth
YF/16
theter
mehk j.
cumma
yutizeum d.
choppel
wphaa
yolef
dest
cumma
yikhet ka
prof li por
laxeta

xas
layar
bejummar
dali
jar
acer/scar
murebba
cenjer
pandan
genna se

plain ring (of gold/silver, etc.) worn on finger/to be cauterized: cauterize oneself (as proof of love)
Khotan (district of Tashkent famous for its musk)
perfume, fragrance: also of roses
perfumed, fragrant
be studied, perfumed
kiss
arrange, set in order
bedstead with tester & curtains
cover, put on a covering
carving, guilt
handful, measure, posy
pick, gather: arrange
foreign
bear away the ghoza (from), excel, surpass
aromatic unguent: a species of strong perfume
private
bed (of garden/field, etc.): bed, frame
mindless
basket of fruit/flowers
raw, live
pickles
preserved fruit, confection, jam
small basket/bowl (for flowers, etc.): tray
box for toilet & accessories
in order
perfume-box: scent-case
make lesson, show: workmanship
small box w/4 partitions (for pins/pegs/num)
at the head (of the bed)
beaut (book)
respectably the names of two poets
black book commun-plaza-book
"Every of the Meadow" (name of a poem, presumably)
pen-case: pen-kind-case
packed cards
name of a sort at cards; "(؟ز embarrassing"
(a game played with playing cards)
boobbling sweat
still bed chair
coming for dishes
be expected, surprised at
wine-danker
shag, gusset

cup

cut, wound/lim to... (with a line)
beech code, chief, "(؟) 0 (read 5: for 3)
pur-sor as guard, caution, forewarn
dinner of kings/great passengers
ready, arranged
young express
vise, cut... all... &.e.
freshly, blow away: a jerk/measure with minute
chok